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1) What is the best example of real-time messaging? 
a) Instant-messaging 
b) Blogging 
c) Email 
d) Podcasting 

2) What do the ‘story-telling’ type of people cause? 
 

a) Boredom 
3) Which networks cause the FASTEST dispersion of information, from fastest to slowest 
 

a) Y-network, circle, chain network 
b) Chain network, Y-network, circle 
c) Y-network, chain network, circle 
d) Chain network, circle, Y-network. 

4) Which of the following conflict management techniques provide the most satisfaction, 
in order of MOST to LEAST? 

 
a) Collaboration, compromise, competition, avoidance 
b) Compromise, competition, collaboration, accommodation 
c) Collaboration, competition, compromise, accommodation 
d) Compromise, collaboration, competition, avoidance. 

5) A company wants to finalize selecting its Web Host while considering its technical and 
strategic areas. Which of the following should help the company finalize their 
decision? 

 
a) The web hosts clients 
b) User reviews 
c) The number of years of existence 

6) When we want to give Information to Middle Management, what is this called? 
 

a) Operational 
b) Tactical 
c) Strategic 

7) Employees Turn over Report is called? 
 

a) Special 
b) Analytical 
c) Informational 

8) What is the meaning of “Cult of Personality”? 
 

a) Trustworthy b) Inspirational 
b) Non-inspirational 
c) Disrespectful 

9) What is the mean of “Brisk Walking”? 
 

a) Calmness 
b) Determination 

10) Which is a type of formal communications? 
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a) written b) oral 
b) pictorial d) both a and c 

 
11) People Oriented listeners are 

a) High on Patience 
b) low on patience 

12) Result Oriented listeners are 
 

a) High on Patience 
b) low on patience 

13) If manager wants to complete his project early. Then which Communication direction 
he use? 

 
a) Horizontal 
b) Vertical 
c) Diagonal 
d) Conventional 

14) Creative thinker make good of 
 

a) Analyst 
b) Auditor 
c) Brand ambassador 
d) All of the above 

15) The golden rule is? 
 

a) Treat others the way you would like to be treated 
16) Female pilots are less aimed compare to male pilots. What kind of stereotyping? 
 

a) gender stereotyping 
b) class stereotyping 
c) status stereotyping 
d) Religious stereotyping 

17) Which kind of Website uses multiple servers? 
 

a) clustered web hosting 
18) ‘Sit with straight back’ in interview shows 
 

a) Alertness 
b) Dullness 
c) Negativity 

19) Which of the following is not the barrier for effective listening? 
 

a) Disagreement 
b) Confirmation 
c) Criticism 
d) Compliment 

20) Long lasting relation is built from? 
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a) People focused listeners 
b) Information listening 
c) Resulted oriented listening 

21) Subject heading in letter is not allowed? 
 

a) Bold 
b) Italic 

c) Underlined 

 

 
22. Email can be sent through? 
a) Intranet 
b) Internet 
c) Both A and B 
23. Video conferencing can be through? 
 
a) Internet and stable networks, broad bandwidth 
b) Intranet and less bandwidth 
24. Due diligence and fraud investigation are types of which report 
 
a) Special 
b) Regular 
c) Informational 
25. The channel of Virtual meeting is 
 
a) Video conferencing through internet 
b) Video conferencing through intranet 
26. Correct statement of formal communication. 
 
a) It passes slower than grapevine 
b) It is quicker than grapevine 
c) Only oral or face to face 
d) Cannot be written 
27. Emotional state is a barrier to effective listening. What is its solution? 
 
a) Remain objective and professional 
b) Ignore the message if angry 
c) Apologize if emotional reaction is shown 
28. A report in which no recommendation is made 
 
a) Informational 
b) Analytical 
c) A and B 
d) None of the above 
29. Which one is true? 
 
a) Functional conflicts are constructive 
b) Functional conflicts are destructive 
c) Functional conflicts focus on traditional view 
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30. Which one is most appropriate for interaction if the face to face is not possible but 
formal message has to be given orally. 
 
a) video conference 
b) non-verbal 
c) Written 
31. Blogosphere? 
 
a) Blogs and bloggers on internet 
b) the person who initiates blogs 

c) Community of bloggers 

 
32. Which one is emails limitation 
a) no non-verbal support 
b) internet is necessary for emails, without it, it is not possible 
c) very risky, viruses or hacking can take place 
d) All of the above 
33. What is direction of communication between sales manager and sales representative? 
 
a) horizontal 
b) vertical 
c) diagonal 
34. Which is the context of communication? 
 
a) public and private 
b) internal and external 
c) constructive and destructive 
35. The network which allows upward and downward movement and strictly hierarchical? 
 
a) chain network 
b) wheel network 
c) Y network 
d) circle network 
36. In which network leader plays important role? 
 
a) wheel network 
b) chain network 
c) Grapevine 
d) All star 
37. Middle management is responsible for which type of operations? 
 
a) both operational and tactical 
b) strategic 
c) both strategic and operational 
38. In video conferencing data is transferring through 
 
a) either digital telephone network or LAN(internet) 
b) Written 
c) Oral 
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d) Non-verbal 
39. Letters which are used to induce and persuade reader to do particular task. 
 
a) persuasive letters / sales letter 
b) Inquiry letter 
c) Bad news / Negative letters 
40. What does correctness implies in effective communication? 
 
a) there must be no grammatical, punctuation spelling error 
b) accuracy must be focused 
c) Correct level of language must be given 
41. Which option best includes intrapersonal communication? 
 
a) thinking and feeling 
b) written message for others 
c) Non-verbal signs 

d) All of the above 

 
42. intra personal communication includes 
i) receiver and sender are same person 
ii) person talks to one self critical thinker is 
iii) There is no visible receiver 
iv) All of the above 

 
 
43. Which includes nonverbal communication? 
 
a) eye contact and posture 
b) touch and voice 
c) none of above 
d) both a and b 
44. Amjad was sitting straight on chair during interview which indicates 
 
a) Alertness 
b) Sloppiness 
c) Boredom and lack of interest 
45. Director wants to send a speedy message to all employees in company which medium 
will he use: 
 
a) memorandum 
b) email 
c) letter 
d) non verbal 
46. Which is not included in types of listeners? 
 
a) future oriented 
b) People focused 
c) Information oriented 
d) Resulted oriented 
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47. If a person doesn't have a clear mind while listening what will he do? 
 
a) you need to clear your mind of all other distractions or at least park them 
b) free up your mind for full engagement in active listening 
c) repeat words in your mind 
d) both a and b 
48. Order the techniques of conflict management from most satisfactory to least 
satisfactory 
 
a) collaboration, compromise, competition, avoidance 
49. Which reports include conclusions and recommendations? 
 
a) analytical and research reports 
b) informational reports 
c) Both of the above 

d) None of the above 

 
50. Best way for formal communication? 
a) oral communication 
b) written communication 
c) pictorial communication 
d) both b and c 
51. Website is hosted on ___________ 
 
a) webpage 
b) web server 
c) web browser 
52. IP address consists of four sets of numbers from 
 
a) 0 to 255 
b) 0 to 450 
c) 0 to 250 
d) 0 to 400 
53. Reseller web hosting 
 
a) Becoming a webhosting business ourself 
b) Want to be have online storage 
c) multiple servers are used 
54. To solve the conflict in organization and stop rumors which is used: 
 
a) organizational blogs 
b) organizational grapevine 
55. Which is not the benefit of email? 
 
a) online and offline receiving of messages 
b) Speedy msg 
c) Easy access 
d) Record of msg 
56. Benefits of email? 
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a) audit trail of messages is automatically retained 
b) can refer to message later 
c) can send attachment 
d) All of the above 
57. This is negative stereotyping 
 
a) teenager are rebels 
b) white people are racist 
c) village inhabitants are cruel 
d) all of above 
58. Miss Zainab asked his assistant to inform all field representatives to attend an 
unscheduled meeting at 11am and her assistant informed it to all representatives through 
Email. What would be the barrier to effective communication? 
 
a) Wrong channel of selection 
b) Receivers do not provide feed back 

c) Lack of info 

 
59. Poor video conferencing is attributable to 
a) Lower technological standards 
b) Variable bandwidth 
c) Both A & B 
d) Appearance of participants anxiety & low eye contact 
60. The boss of the company asks the junior to prepare a report by the end of the day, 
the boss starts giving information about the content of the report. The junior starts 
thinking if he would be able to finish the report by the end of the day. What is the 
communication barrier? 
 
a) Poor listening skills 
61. What is an example of non-verbal communication? 
 
a) Asking questions 
b) Saying an affirmation sentence 
c) Hand movement & Gestures 
d) None of the above 
62. What is the World Wide Web? 
 
a) An application of the Internet 
b) A global village where documents, images, other files are stored in many databases across 
the world 
c) Both A & B 
63. In which network centralized and horizontal communication 
 
a) wheel (correct) 
b) circle 
c) chain 
d) y network 
64. In present business communication, emails has 
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a) increased information overload 
b) increased importance of persuasive advertisement 
c) decreased information overload 
d) A and B 
65. The type of listening is concerned with efficiency 
 
a) People focused 
b) Information Oriented 
c) Result oriented 
66. When a sale manager communicates with sales representative, the network is: 
 
a) vertical 
b) diagonal 
c) conditional 

d) horizontal 

 
67. a creative thinker can be best: 
a) auditor 
b) analyst 
c) brand ambassador (correct option) 
d) all of the above 
68. When an auditor send reports to all members of organizations, the type of report is: 
 
a) internal 
b) statuary 
c) external 
d) operational 
69. The effective of communication is best defined when: 
 
a) the sender and receiver understands the same meaning 
b) the receiver give feedback 
c) both A and B 
d) Neither 
70. A communication pertained employee turnover is: 
 
a) Internal 
b) External 
c) Secondary 
d) Both a and c 
71. We have not received four installments which c is lacking? 
 
a) courtesy 
b) clarity 
c) concreteness 
d) conciseness 
72. Speaker’s note are for: 
 
a) line graphs 
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b) bar graphs 
c) outline charts 
d) none of above 
73. Formal communication is: 
 
a) Is through chartered and unchartered channel. 
b) Is slower than grapevine 
c) both 
d) none 
74. Electronic virtual communication includes 
 
a) Discussion board 
b) Video conference 
c) Email 
d) Podcast 
77. Which of the following helps in building good relationships: 
 
a) result oriented 
b) future oriented 
c) info oriented 

d) people focused 

 
78. A sales representative talks to a senior executive. What type of communication is 
this? 
a) Diagonal 
b) Vertical 
c) Horizontal 
d) none of the above 
79. Website Host doesn't provide with: 
 
a) SSL 
b) Unlimited Bandwidth 
c) Large storage up to hundreds of GB 
d) 24/7/365 Technical Support 
80. What can reduce misinformation and rumors in a company? 
 
a) Discussion board 
b) organization blogging 
c) email 
d) Letter 
81. Which one is NOT a limitation of emails? 
 
a) Cannot carry nonverbal components 
b) Electronic signatures may not be legally binding in some jurisdiction 
c) High definition videos can be attached 
d) Cannot be sent to multiple recipients 
82. Which one of these technologies can be used in diminishing rumors? 
 
a) Organizational blogging 
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b) Discussion panels 
c) SMS 
d) Podcasting 
83. When we change "due of the fact that" to "because", we are making the message more 
 
a) concise 
b) courteous 
c) considerate 
d) concrete 
84. Which of the 7Cs describe being definite and specific? 
 
a) completeness 
b) conciseness 
c) consideration 
d) concreteness 
85. Which is NOT a feature of critical thinkers? 
 
a) Critical thinking is judgmental 
b) Critical thinking is selective 
c) Critical thinking is analytic, convergent and objective in nature 

d) Critical thinking is carried out by contravening established principles 

 
86. Which of these is a characteristic of stereotyping? 
a) They are simpler than the envisage 
b) They resist change when entrenched deeply 
c) They are acquired from one's own experience rather than other's experience. 
d) All of the above 
87. If you have to send a letter to a person Winter Taylor whose gender is unknown to 
you, which salutation is the BEST? 
 
a) Dear Winter 
b) Dear sir/madam 
c) Dear Mr./Ms. Winter 
d) None of the above 
88. Which is least likely to show trends? 
 
a) Pie chart 
b) Tables 
c) Pictogram 
d) Line graphs 
89. intra personal com include 
 
a) self-concept 
b) perception 
c) thinking process 
d) All of above 
90. nonverbal include 
 
a) eye contact and gestures 
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b) voice and touch 
91. context includes all except 
 
a) formal informal 
b) confidential non confidential 
c) visual and nonvisual 
92. correctness includes 
 
a) there are no grammatical mistakes, punctuation, spelling or other language errors 
b) use comprehensive words 
c) recipient should be provides with all the possible answers 
d) All of above 
93. Persuasive business messages have 
 
a) sincerity and tact 
b) avoiding abstract 
c) using you approach 
d) all of above 
94. Which term best describes the exchanging of information? 
 
a) Communication 
95. Which describe about horizontal communication? 
 
a) between colleagues and friends 
b) organization and bankers 
c) manager and subordinates 

d) both a and b 

 
97. When we change "I have seen that you have made a lot of mistakes in the company's 
blogs" to "Careful analysis of the company blog could have led to a far more better 
experience for everyone", we are using which of the 7Cs? 
a) completeness 
b) courtesy 
c) clarity 
d) concreteness 
98. A sales and marketing report lies in which category? 
 
a) Research report 
b) Internal report 
c) Committee report 
d) Statutory report 
99. If someone is telling a story type speech to a result oriented listener, then the most 
likely event from the following of happening is: 
 
a) Listener getting unfocused 
b) Listener getting frustrated 
c) Both a and b 
d) Listener appreciating the speech 
100. Which of the following is a non-verbal by nature? 
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a) Movement and gestures 
b) Voice and touch 
c) Both a and b 
d) Stereotyping 
101. If you have proportions given for example 45% sales, 35% costs, 20% others. Which 
form of visual communication is the most appropriate? 
 
a) Pictorial 
b) Line graph 
c) Outline chart 
d) Bar graph 
102. If a sales executive is talking to a sales rep regarding his work, then the direction of 
his communication is: 
 
a) Hierarchal 
b) Vertical 
c) One-down 
d) Diagonal 
103. In which type of communication network can a CEO use dual channels to 
communicate downwards to his subordinates? 
 
a) Y network 
b) Chain 
c) Lateral 
d) Wheel 
104. A critical thinker is most likely to do this: 
 
a) brainstorm 
b) invent something new 
c) follow protocol 

d) try to find the wrong questions 

 
105. Ali's father is a chartered accountant who has a good reputation among his friends 
and companions and is a respectable member of his family. Ali wants to become a 
chartered accountant too so that he may reap the same benefits his father does. Which 
component of self awareness does this imply? 
a) real self 
b) ideal self 
c) public self 
d) none 
106. A global village having Private, public & military data and information. 
 
In which case can email be sent? 
a) With internet 
b) With intranet 
c) Either internet or intranet 
d) None of the above 
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107. has the ability to automatically acquire a new file and allows subscriptions that 
usually covers no cost: 
 
a) Blogging 
b) Podcasting 
c) Web log 
d) Instant-messaging 
108. When the speaker extends his talk unusually long, the result-oriented listener 
become: 
 
a) Frustrated 
b) Unfocused 
c) A and B 
d) Confused 
109. Which best identifies a medium of communication? 
 
a) Presentation 
b) Context 
c) Face-to-face communication 
d) none of above 
110. Information oriented listeners are? 
 
a) Are patient 
b) Are impatient 
c) Are Analytical 
d) Are not analytical 
111. Ways of sending/accessing emails: 
 
a) Web Browser 
b) Email Software 
c) Email software specific to organization 
d) All of the above 
112. Why are dedicated servers used? 
 
a) More control over website 
b) More security 
c) A and B 

d) none of above 

 
113. Data for new withholding tax available on FBR's Website. What channel of 
communication best suits? 
a) internal 
b) external 
c) secondary 
d) both A and C 
114. Manager asked her assistant to inform all field sale representatives about an 
unscheduled meeting in her office at 11 am. The assistant emailed all the sale 
representatives stating the same. Which barrier to effective communication is illustrated 
by this? 
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a) Using wrong channel 
b) No feedback 
c) Lack of information 
115. The leader has all control. What type of network?? 
 
a) Wheel Network 
b) Chain Network 
c) All Network 
d) grapevine 
116. The information is most unreliable in: 
 
a) wheel network 
b) grapevine 
c) chain 
d) none of the above 
117. Select the channel in order from most to least motivation of the operational staff? 
 
a) chain network, circle network, all channels 
b) all channels, circle network, chain network 
c) Y, wheel, chain 
118. A student's father is chartered accountant. He aspires to become a chartered 
accountant like his father. What self is involved in this case? 
 
a) Real self 
b) Ideal self 
c) Public Self 
d) None of above 
119. What is not the barrier to effective listening? 
 
a) recruitment 
b) emotional state 
c) noise 
d) prejudice and bias 
120. The theory of conflict which says that conflict is natural and inevitable therefore it 
should be accepted is : 
 
a) traditional 
b) human relations 
c) interactionist 
121. Conflict theory that states that conflict is not only positive but important for 
progressing. 
 
a) traditional 
b) human relations 

c) interactionist 

 
122. A receiver is the 
a) one who encodes the message 
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b) one who decodes the message 
c) one who interprets the message 
d) All of above 
123. Which of the following is least likely a feature of discussion boards on the internet? 
 
a) There is a limit to overall number of participants. 
b) All the posts are saved and can be viewed whenever required. 
c) participants can add pictures, charts and videos. 
d) Certain messages always appear at the top, regardless of the chronological order. 
124. The relationship between sender and receiver influence by the choice of 
 
a) Medium 
b) message 
c) feedback 
d) context 
125. Due diligence report 
 
a) strategic 
b) Operational 
c) Tactic 
126. A manager wants to get a work done without any deviation and in the time frame 
specified. Which channel should he use? 
 
a) chain 
b) wheel 
c) all channel 
d) grapevine 
127. A website is hosted on: 
 
a) web server 
b) web client 
c) web page 
d) a & b 
128. Which of the axiom refers to the fact that “you cannot no communicate”? 
 
a) irreversibility of communication 
b) inevitably 
c) symmetric and non-symmetric 
d) analogue and digital 
129. CFO doesn't want to talk to head of audit. Identify the axiom. 
 
a) irreversibility of communication 
b) inevitability of communication 
c) content and relationship dynamic 
d) symmetry 
130. Which one consumes most of the time of a busy executive? 
 
a) writing 
b) listening 
c) speaking 
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d) reading. 
ADDITIONAL = 45% listening , 30% speaking ,16 % reading , 9% writing 

 
131. Fahim is scared of darkness but he wants others to perceive him as fearless. It's an 
example of: 
a) public 
b) ideal 
c) both 
132. Which of the following depicts the Creative Thinking Activity? 
 
a) Drawing a graph 
b) Presenting Feasibility report 
c) Asses final statements 
d) criticize reports 
133. Which listeners are efficient? 
 
a) Future-oriented 
b) Information-oriented 
c) result-oriented 
d) people-focused 
134. Which report best focuses on information but does not give recommendations? 
 
a) Informational 
b) Analytical 
c) Research 
d) All of the above 
135. Reports memos meetings are part of 
 
a) Ans. Internal communication 
136. Video conferencing frequently used for 
 
a) Management to inform staff 
b) Employees at distance locations 
c) customer and supplier in foreign country 
d) both a and b 
137. Which of the following has the cause and the response content or dimensions of 
relationships 
 
a) irreversibility 
b) inevitability 
c) defining relationship by punctuation 
138. Reseller is 
 
a) Become a web host itself 
b) Sells good on website 
c) Add flipcart shopping good etc 
d) All of these 
139. In Which of Cs we use because instead of due to the fact that 
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a) Concreteness 
b) CONCISENESS 
c) courtesy 
d) Correctness 
140. Manager is asking an employee to write a report while giving briefings he is thinking 
is he has enough time. Which of following happens 
 
a) Distortion 
b) Semantic noise 
c) Emotional factor 

d) Lack of listening skills 

 
141. Emails can be sent by: (250, 2.7) 
a) Internet only 
b) Intranet only 
c) Both 
d) None 
142. The business communication is different from social interaction. The business 
communication is not: 
 
a) Spontaneous 
b) Personal 
c) Brief 
d) Both A and B 
143. Which of the following is not non verbal 
 

a) Ans. Grapevine and personal space 
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22) AFC Lectures 
23) Remaining LECTURES are uploaded on daily basis 

24)                      Subscribe to the channel so If there is any change you will get the 

notification                             

25) CA (AFC) QM 

26) https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEzkcW9FaCOAKXjiLwtecs9B 

 

27) STATISTICS https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwExOTmkyBibZDCiYsM51A55Y 

 

 

28) CA AFC4 IT https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEwxjUpuVf6qOdWQalpxV0ER 

 

29) AFC 02 Business Communication: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEyTjU1Zb_IL7EHFSdoK37wc 

 

30) CA (AFC) function English 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEx5l4_9X1CVDWqFJ6AxRH7Y 

31) AFC study materials 

32) Afc QM Notes+Assignments+practice books++complete feedback+Test 

33) https://sce-learning.com/afc-03-quantitative-methods/ 

 

34) AFC IT Notes+Assignments+practice books+complete feedback+Test 

35) https://sce-learning.com/afc-04-introduction-to-information-technology/ 

36) AFC 02 BC Notes+Assignments+practice books+complete feedback+Test 

37) https://sce-learning.com/afc-02-business-communication/ 

38) AFC 01 Functional English Notes+Assignments+practice books+complete feedback+Test 

39) https://sce-learning.com/afc-01-functional-english/ 

40) Dawood Shahid Assignments 

  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWaV1XbNFaY-WqjsZzymEvw
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEzkcW9FaCOAKXjiLwtecs9B
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwExOTmkyBibZDCiYsM51A55
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEwxjUpuVf6qOdWQalpxV0ER
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEyTjU1Zb_IL7EHFSdoK37wc
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEx5l4_9X1CVDWqFJ6AxRH7


You tube Channel SC E-Learning 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWaV1XbNFaY-WqjsZzymEvw 
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1)  A 2) A 3) C 4) A 5) B 6) B 7) C 
8) B 9) B 10) A 11) A 12) B 13) B 14) C 
15) A 16) A 17) A 18) A 19) B 20) A 21) C 
22) C 23) A 24) A 25) A 26) A 27) A 28) A 
29) A 30) A 31) C 32) D 33) B 34) B 35) A 
36) A 37) A 38) A 39) A 40) D 41) A 42) D 
43) D 44) A 45) B 46) A 47) A 48) A 49) A 
50) B 51) B 52) A 53) A 54) A 55) A 56) D 
57) D 58) A 59) C 60) A 61) C 62) C 63) A 
64) A 65) C 66) A 67) C 68) B 69) C 70) D 
71) A 72) C 73) B  74) B 75)  76)  77) D 
78) B 79) B 80) B 81) C 82) A 83) A 84) D 
85) D 86) D 87) C 88) C 89) D 90) A 

&B   
91) C 

92) A 93) D 94) A 95) D 96)  97) B 98) B 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWaV1XbNFaY-WqjsZzymEvw


You tube Channel SC E-Learning 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWaV1XbNFaY-WqjsZzymEvw 
You Tube Channel SC E-Learning      WhatsApp Number 0331 4435703   

99) B 100) C 101) D 102) B 
103) A 104) C 105) B 106) A 
107) B 108) A 109) A 110) C 
111) D 112) C 113) B 114) A 
115) A 116) B 117) B 118) B 
119) A 120) B 121) C 122) B 
123) A 124) D 125) A 126) A 
127) A 128) B 129) C 130) B 
131) A 132) A 133) C 134) A 
135) A 136) D 137) C 138) A 
139) B 140) D 141)  142)  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWaV1XbNFaY-WqjsZzymEvw
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42) AFC Lectures 
43) Remaining LECTURES are uploaded on daily basis 

44)                      Subscribe to the channel so If there is any change you will get the 

notification                             

45) CA (AFC) QM 

46) https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEzkcW9FaCOAKXjiLwtecs9B 

 

47) STATISTICS https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwExOTmkyBibZDCiYsM51A55Y 

 

 

48) CA AFC4 IT https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEwxjUpuVf6qOdWQalpxV0ER 

 

49) AFC 02 Business Communication: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEyTjU1Zb_IL7EHFSdoK37wc 

 

50) CA (AFC) function English 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEx5l4_9X1CVDWqFJ6AxRH7Y 

51) AFC study materials 

52) Afc QM Notes+Assignments+practice books++complete feedback+Test 

53) https://sce-learning.com/afc-03-quantitative-methods/ 

 

54) AFC IT Notes+Assignments+practice books+complete feedback+Test 

55) https://sce-learning.com/afc-04-introduction-to-information-technology/ 

56) AFC 02 BC Notes+Assignments+practice books+complete feedback+Test 

57) https://sce-learning.com/afc-02-business-communication/ 

58) AFC 01 Functional English Notes+Assignments+practice books+complete feedback+Test 

59) https://sce-learning.com/afc-01-functional-english/ 

60) Dawood Shahid Assignments 

61) https://sce-learning.com/dawood-shahid-assignments/ 

62) English Latest attempt feedback + last five year feedback 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWaV1XbNFaY-WqjsZzymEvw
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEzkcW9FaCOAKXjiLwtecs9B
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwExOTmkyBibZDCiYsM51A55
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEwxjUpuVf6qOdWQalpxV0ER
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEyTjU1Zb_IL7EHFSdoK37wc
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEx5l4_9X1CVDWqFJ6AxRH7
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWaV1XbNFaY-WqjsZzymEvw 
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63) https://sce-learning.com/afc-01-functional-english-feedback/ 

64) BC latest attempt feedback + last five Year feedback 

65) https://sce-learning.com/afc-02-bc-feedback/ 

66) QM latest attempt feedback + last five year feedback 

67) https://sce-learning.com/afc-03-qm-feedback/ 

68) IT latest attempt feedback + last five year feedback 

69) https://sce-learning.com/afc-04-it-feedback/ 

70) For more visit 

71) https://sce-learning.com/ca/ 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWaV1XbNFaY-WqjsZzymEvw

